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The physical sciencesand engineering claim to be the basisof modern technologyand thereforeof modern life;
the social sciencesdiscussbig issuesof governance-for example, democracy and taxation; the humanities claim
that they revive your soul after it has been deadenedby exposureto the physical and social sciencesand to
engineering. Where does the subject gamesof strategy,often called game theory, fit into this picture, and why
should you study it? We offer a practical motivation much more individual and closer to your personal
concernsthan most other subjects. You play gamesof strategyall the time: You have probably acquired a lot of
instinctive expertise,and we hope you will recognize in what follows some of the lessonsthat you have already
learned. We will build on this experience,systematizeit, and develop it to the point where you will be able to
improve your strategicskills and use them more methodically. Opportunities for such uses will appear
throughout the rest of your life; you will go on playing such gameswith your employers, employees,
spouses,children, and even strangers. Not that the subject lacks wider importance. Similar games are played in
business,politics, diplomacy, and wars-in fact, whenever people interact to strike mutually agreeabledeals or to
resolve conflicts. Being able to recognize CH. It will also have a more immediate payoff in your study of
many other subjects. Economics and business courses already use a great deal of gametheoretic thinking.
Political science is rapidly catching up. Biology has been importantlv influenced by the concepts of
evolutionary gamesand has in turn exported these ideas to economics. Psychologyand philosophy also interact
with the study of gamesof strategy. Game theory has become a provider of concepts and techniques of
analysisfor many disciplines,one might say all disciplines exceptthose dealingwith completelyinanimate
objects. The word game may convey an impression that the subject is frivolous or unimportant in the larger
schemeof things-that it dealswith trivial pursuits such as gambling and sportswhen the world is full of more
weighty matters such as war and businessand your education, career,and relationships. Actually, gamesof
strategy are not "just a game"; all of these weighty matters are instances of games,and game theory helps us
understand them all. But it will not hurt to start with gambling or sports. Most gamesinclude chance,skill, and
strategyin varying proportions. Playing double or nothing on the toss of a coin is a game of pure
chance,unlessyou have exceptional skill in doctoring or tossing coins. A hundred-yard dash is a game of pure
skill, although some chanceelementscan creep in; for example,a runner may simply have a slightly off day for
no clear reason. Strategyis a skill of a different kind. In the context of sports,it is a part of the mental skill
needed to play well; it is the calculation of how best to use your physical skill. For example, in tennis, you
develop physical skill by practicing your serves first serveshard and flat, secondserveswith spin or kick and
passing shots hard, low, and accurate. The strategicskill is knowing where to put your serve wide, or on the T
or passingshot crosscourt,or doum the line. In football, you develop such physical skills as blocking and
tackling, running and catching,and throwing. The physical game of football is played on the gridiron by jocks;
the strategicgame is played in the offices and on the sidelinesby coachesand by nerdy assistants. Longer races
io entail strategy-whether you should lead to set the pace, how soon before i: Strategicthinking is
essentiallyabout your interactions with others: Your opponents in a marathon may try to frustrate or facilitate
voi-rr attempts to lead, as they think best suits their interests. Your opponent in tennis tries to guesswhere you
will put your serveor passingshot; the opposing coach in football calls the play that will best counter what he
thinks you will call. Of course,just as you must take into account what the other player is thinking, he is taking
into accountwhat you are thinking. Game theory is the analysis,or science,if you like, of such
interactivedecisionmaking. Game theory adds another dimension to rational behavior-namely, interaction with
other equall-vrational decisionmakers. In other words, game theory is the scienceof rational behavior in
interactivesituations. We do not claim that gametheorywill teachyou the secretsof perfectplay or ensurethat
you will never lose. For one thing, your opponent can read the same book, and both of you cannot win all the
time. More importantly, many games are complex and subtle enough,and most actual situationsinclude enough
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idioslmcratic or chance elements,that game theory cannot hope to offer surefire it doesis to provide some
generalprinciples for thinking recipesfor action. You have to supplement these ideas and some methods of
calculation with many details specific to your situation before you can devisea successfulstrategyfor it. Good
strategistsmix the scienceof game theory with their ovm experience;one might saythat gameplaying is as much
art as science,We will developthe generalideasof the sciencebut will alsopoint out its limitations and tell you
when the art is more important. You may think that you have alreadyacquired the art from your experience or
instinct, but you will find the study of the scienceuseful nonetheless. The science systematizesmany
generalprinciples that are common to severalcontexts or applications. Without generalprinciples, you would
have to figure out from scratcheach new situation that requiresstrategicthinking. That would be especially
difflcult to do in new areas of application-for example, if you learned your art by playing gamesagainstparents
and siblings and must now practice strategy against business competitors. The general principles of game
theory provide you with a ready referencepoint. With this foundation in place,you can proceed much more
quickly and confidently to acquire and add the situationspecificfeaturesor elementsof the art to your thinking
and action. In each casewe will point out the crucial strategicprinciple. Each of theseprinciples will be
discussed more fully in a later chapter, and after each example we will tell you where the details can be found.
Which Tennis at its best consistsof memorable duels between top players: Open final between Evert and
Navratilova. Evert is about to hit a passingshot. Should she go down the line or crosscourt? And should
Navratilova expect a down-the-line shot and lean slightly that way or expecta crosscourtshot and lean the other
way? Conventionalwisdom favors the down-the-line shot. If she did, Nawatilova would confidently come to
expectit and prepare for it, and the shot would not be so successful. To improve the successof the
down-the-line passing shot, Evert has to use the crosscourtshot often enough to keep Navratilova guessingon
any singleinstance. Evert should not even mechanically lchris Evert won her first title at the U. Nawatilova
claimed her first title in the flnal. Evert must make the choice on eachparticular occasionat randomto prevent
this guessing. But there is more to the idea, and thesefurther aspects require analysisin greater depth. Does it
make any differenceif the occasionis particularly big; for example,does one throw that pass on third dor,r,nin
the regular seasonbut not in the Super Bowl? The movie ThePrincessBride illustratesthe same idea in the
"battle of wits" between the hero Westley and a villain [lizzini. The scene illustrates something else as well. In
the film, yizzini loses the game and with it his life. But it turns out that westley had poisoned both glasses;over
the last severalyearsrhe had built up immunity to the poison. Playerscan sometimes cope with such
asymmetriesof information; chapter 9 examineswhen and howthev can do so. Therefore you must work hard,
not just in absolute terms, but relative to how hard your classmates actually,"classenemies" seemsa more
fitting term in this context work. All of you recognize this, and after the first lecture you hold an impromptu
meeting in which all studentsagreenot to work too hard. As weekspassby, the temptation to get an edge on the
rest of the classby working just that little bit harder becomes overwhelming. After all, the others are not able
to observeyour work in any detail; nor do they have any real hold over you. And the benefitsof an
improvement in your gradepoint averageare substantial. Soyou hit the library more often and stay up a little
longer. Thereforeyour grade is no better than it rvould have been if you and everyone else had abided by the
agreement. The only differenceis that all of you have spent more time working than you would have liked. In
the original story, two suspects are being separatelyinterrogatedand invited to confess. One of them, say A, is
told, "If the other suspect,B, doesnot confess,then you can cut a very good deal for yourself by confessing. But
if B does confess,then you would do well to confess,too; otherwisethe court will be especiallytough on you. So
you should confessno matter what the other does. Facedwith this choice, both A and B confess. But it would
have been better for both if neither had confessed,becausethe police had no reallv compelling
evidenceagainstthem. Your situation is similar. If the others slacken,then you can get a much betgrade ter by
working hard; if the others work hard, then you had better do the same or else you will get a very bad grade.
You may even think that the label "prisoner" is very fltting for a group of studentstrapped in a required course.
Each professor can make his courselook good or attractiveby grading it slightly more liberally, and each
school can place its students in better jobs or attract better applicantsby grading all of its coursesa little more
liberally. Of course,when all do this, none has any advantageover the others; the only result is rampant grade
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inflation, which compressesthe spectrum of gradesand therefore makes it difficult to distinguish abilities.
People often think that in every game there must be a winner and a loser. People play and lose such games
every day, and the lossescan range from minor inconveniencesto potential disasters. Spectatorsat a sports
event stand up to get a better view but, when all stand, no one has a better view than when they were all
sitting. Superpowersacquire more weapons to get an edge over their rivalsbut, when both do so, the balanceof
power is unchanged;all that has happenedis that both have spent economic resourcesthat they could have used
for better purposes,and the risk of accidentalwar has escalated. The magnitude of the potential cost of such
gamesto all players makes it important to understand the ways in which mutually beneficial cooperation can
be achievedand sustained. All of Chapter 11 dealswith the study of this game. International trade is an
example;when each country produces more of what it can do relativelybest, all sharein the fruits of this
international division of labor. But successfulbargaining about the division of the pie is neededif the full
potential of trade is to be realized. The same applies to many other bargaining situations. We will study
thesein Chapter There were two friends taking chemistry at Duke. They were so confident the weekend before
tbe. Dna that they decided to go to a party at the University of Virginia.
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Monday, 30 July A Game of Thrones: The following is tried and tested but not perfect. This is the guide for
the Motherland, House Stark. Best power collecting potential in the game Weakness: Needs to travel a long
way from home to get castles With only about 5 readily available castles in the north, Stark needs to penetrate
deep into southern lands to effect a victory. While excelling at defence, Stark lacks attacking prowess, and so
he will rely heavily on Eddard Stark to forge a path through the neck. Stark should station footmen in Karhold
and Castle Black as soon as possible and have them consolidating continuously. For this reason it is best to
bide in the north until you can buy the influence needed to deal a finishing blow to Westeros. In a typical
game, Stark will not have to sling his diplomatic weight against anyone other than Greyjoy and Baratheon
until the late stages of the game, and will probably not be called in to settle any local disputes either. Have a
footman each on the two crown territories north of Winterfell to consolidate power continuously Prevent a
zealous Greyjoy from taking Winterfell Secure high positions on the influence tracks Stark begins with only
one barrel, so expanding supply is a high priority. However, Stark can only reach its potential by conquering
the vale and gathering the extra supply and mustering power available. In order to do this, and to protect his
own coast, it is vital to take the Narrow Sea. If Greyjoy takes it, he has a great raiding and supporting position
from which to orchestrate the capture of Winterfell via naval convoy. The footman could move to take Moat
Cailin or a 3rd barrel, but it is much more useful for mustering in Winterfell on turn 2, which may become
considerably more pressing if Greyjoy moves towards the Bay of Ice or expresses little interest in Lannister.
The key is to move your boat after he has moved his, as you will benefit from the combat bonus on the march
order, which is vital in evening the score in the rare event that Baratheon marches both ships into your sea.
Later in the game, however, Stark suffers form a unique condition of order token drought, as his well of orders
is strained by the sparseness of his forces. When this time comes, the ship in port will not seem like such a
good idea and should be moved preemptively. When the enemy is not expecting 2 swords, give them to him.
This tends to be very tricky but can be lethal. Knowing when to throw a fight to top up your deck gives Stark a
huge combat strength advantage. A handy extra sword. The dependable Stark defence that makes your armies
untouchable. A very underwhelming card which will take your enemy by surprise if nothing else. Use Roose
before it comes to this.
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Blackwater is the most reliable point for getting extra and so much needed supply. Going too far inside the
land areas should be rare and situational rather than common thing. Dont try to challenge Storms End, unless
Martell is i a long-lasting battle with Tyrell, this is way too exhausting and unworthy. When Support Orders
are forbidden during planning phase, you are highly likely to be invaded into th sea, so make sure to have a
counterattack from Blackwater Bay. Absolute must here is to take Blackwater in 2nd round. Crackclawpoint
and The Reach [could disturb Tyrell, so negotiate] would be perfect to take, if there was no Mustering. Mid
game strategy The general idea of mid game is to create a solid army, which will be able to invade enemy
territories. So bid wisely, or make sure to either discard Doran with Patchface or get the high positions when
Doran is already discarded and not to be back soon. Switching an opponent is usually a bad idea, so do your
best to win. Rarely the game ends with someone getting 7th castle, but it is worth trying. Your 3 key areas are
in easy-mode: The Reach, Harrenhal and Storms End are on the hard-mode to be obtained. And a general
comment for the late game, when you will get many castles, everyone will try to stop you from winning, so
make sure you use House cards properly and be ready to lose some fights in order to take wins in crucial ones.
Greyjoy House Strategy General Ideas 1. The sea is a key. If you control these 2 areas, taking control of Bay
of Ice or The Golden Sound is not that big of a deal. You must fight early, since you have the most powerful
cards and a Valerian Blade. Pick 1 opponent and stick with him to the end Lannister or Stark. Fighting against
two never leads to victory. Be very cautious with placing March Orders in the very beginning, since you will
only have 2 and so few units with no possibility to get new, unless Mustering comes. This is a good reason not
to be greedy with House cards, because losing any of your units is dire. Ships are extremely powerful in your
hands. So consider getting 6-pack early with a nice spreading of those ships towards the seas. This will ensure
landcontrol later. Early game strategy There are 2 different scenarios: Both are viable, but first is kind of high
risk - high reward strategy, and the 2nd is safer, but gives you less profit. Two CP orders will allow you to use
Aeron if you will need to , otherwise you will probably have one of the highest amounts of PTs if the clash
happens on 2nd round. If everything goes well, you will probably be able to kill atleast 1 Lannister unit and
take a gorgeous position for the 2nd round. As soon as you feel confident - go for Lannisport with Balon. This
prepares a good background for sieging Moat Calin and allows marching a ship into Bay of Ice. On this point
you are extremely vulnerable to the Lannister surprise attack, so beware. If you achieved the goal, the next
step is organizing a solid defense. Harrenhall and Moat Calin are in a primary focus, since they will allow you
to take 7 castles and win early if you are doing extremely well. Late game strategy A vs Lannister By now you
should have 5 castles and the whole adjacent sea areas under control. So now watch the map and try contesting
the most vulnerable place. B vs Stark Easy now. If you succeed, this is pretty much the game.
Chapter 4 : What About Cynics: A Game of Thrones: Second Edition Strategy: House Baratheon
Games of Strategy is a delightful skeleton key to the twenty-first century's emerging culture. -- Paul A. Samuelson,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Nobel Laureate, Economic Sciences "About this title" may belong to another
edition of this title.
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Similarly, to make the other player willing to randomize in the repeated game, a player chooses p * > to ensure that the
second equality of (14) holds.
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Students can easily access the free website for Games of Strategy, Fourth Edition, that contains answers to half of the
end-of-chapter exercises.
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